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INNOVATIVE DESIGN
THAT’s AT HOME
IN every BATHROOM
We are the UK’s leading manufacturer of shower trays and with all
design, development and production taking place in Leeds, West
Yorkshire, we are very proud to be a UK manufacturer. At JT® we are
conscious that ‘one size does not fit all’ and with that in mind we have
over 200 shower trays across 5 ranges, from engineered installation
solutions through to hand-made contemporary design.
We were founded in 1988 and combine decades of experience and
craftsmanship with innovative technology. This has produced a series
of unrivalled ranges of shower trays to suit each and every application
from our contemporary core range to the JT Luxury Collection.
Developed to be at home in the most stylish of bathrooms, every tray
is made to the most exacting standards, passing our rigorous quality
control procedures before leaving us to ensure your satisfaction for
many years.
All JT® products are the perfect blend of innovative design, industryleading manufacturing technology and effortless functionality. Our
wide range of tray shapes, huge choice of sizes and stunning colours
ensure a beautiful finish for every specification. With options to fit
trays flat to the floor or raised on hidden adjustable legs, installation
is easy. You can also choose trays with tiling upstands or use our
JTFlexi-Fix™ for maximum water seal. From contemporary wet room
styling utilising the innovative JTPowerwaste, to classic shower
enclosures, discover the JT® shower tray for you.
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Hand-made solid surface
Glass deflector
Low profile
Easy plumb, easy access
Flat to floor
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CONTEMPORARY SOLID
SURFACE, HAND-MADE,
SHOWER TRAYS.

BEAUTIFULLY SIMPLE, SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL

A stunning collection of solid surface, hand-made, shower trays that
perfectly reflect contemporary bathroom design. The JTNATURALS
COLLECTION™ includes the sleek JTNATURAL™ tray and the
minimalist JTNATURAL LINEAR™ tray. Each piece is made to order
and available in a range of five stunning colours – white, pebble,
lace, grey and coal. The range is backed by a 25 year guarantee.

JTNATURAL™
With an incredibly discreet profile, the JTNATURAL™ is the perfect
blend of sleek wet room styling and shower tray practicality.
•
•
•
•
•

Available in square, rectangle and quadrant
12 size options
Choice of five stunning colours
Infinity plate concealing a 90mm waste outlet
25-year guarantee

JTNATURAL LINEAR™
At just 25mm high, the JTNATURAL LINEAR™ creates a seamless
transition from floor to shower area for a luxurious, walk-in feel.
•
•
•
•
•

Available as square and rectangle
Choice of five stunning colours
6 size options
25-year guarantee
Includes specific JTLINEAR™ waste

The JTNATURALS COLLECTION™

White

Pebble

Lace

Grey

Coal

JTNatural™ in White
See page 18 for full specification
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JTNatural Linear in Pebble & JTView L-Shaped Deflector Panel
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CREATE A SHOWERING
STATEMENT WITH A
STUNNING JTVIEW™
DEFLECTOR PANEL.

DECADENT SHOWERING HAVEN

Complete the look with JTView™. These clear and stylish glass
deflector panels perfectly complement our JT Luxury Collection and
JT40® Fusion shower trays. The JTView™ range features 8mm thick
toughened safety glass (which complies with EN 12150), pre-coated
glass protection for easy cleaning & maintenance and minimalist
framing. This versatile collection will make the most of your bathroom
and help you to achieve a minimalist showering space. Available in a
range of options to suit your showering requirements.
Choose from Corner, L-Shaped, Walk-In and Linear deflectors
featuring:

JTView™ Corner Deflector with L-Shaped
Return & JTNatural Linear in Pebble

•
•
•
•
•
•

Luxurious 8mm thick glass
1900mm high
Pre-coated glass protection, for easy
on-going cleaning and maintenance
Minimal framing
Chrome-plated brass bracing kits
10-year guarantee

CORNER AND L-SHAPED DEFLECTOR PANELS
With a sleek, minimal wall profile these corner deflector panels are
available in 5 width options ranging from 700mm to 1200mm. In
addition, the two larger sizes include a bracing kit for added stability.
To keep the area around your showering space splash free, install our
JTView™ deflector panel with the 225mm wide return panel. This
helps to guide water back into the showering space. The return panel
features a height adjustable foot making it compatible for installation
to any shower tray, allowing you the freedom to create the showering
space you desire.
Walk-In DEFLECTOR PANELS
Our JTView™ Walk-In deflector panel allows you to create a
spacious and indulgent showering space. This option features
a hinged deflector panel, which helps to guide the water back
into the showering area for added water security. The Walk-In is
available in two sizing options and comes complete with a low level
bracing system for a sturdy installation. The hinged deflector panel
incorporates an ergonomically designed ‘D’ shaped feature handle for
the perfect finishing touch.
LINEAR DEFLECTOR PANEL
Or choose the 1200mm JTView™ Linear deflector panel for a
luxurious open-ended walk-through style shower area. This option
comes with two bracing bars, giving strength and support to this
freestanding look.
See page 19 for full specification
JTView™ Corner Deflector with L-Shaped
Return & JTNatural Linear in Pebble
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JTView™ Walk-In Deflector
Panel & JT40 Fusion
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COMBINING TECHNOLOGY WITH DESIGN

THE PERFECT BLEND OF
STUNNING SLIM-LINE
LOOKS AND INDUSTRY
LEADING MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY
The beautifully designed acrylic capped, resin bonded JT40®
Fusion has an incredibly discreet profile and is the number one
choice for bathroom installations in the UK today.
The tray is double skinned for extra strength. It can be fitted flat
to floor or raised on legs with a JTMerlin® riser kit. A JT40® 90mm
rapid waste outlet complements the tray’s sleek lines and allows
48 litres of water to be carried away each minute.
Available in an extensive range of shapes and sizes, to ensure a
truly beautiful installation. For total peace of mind the JT40®
Fusion has a 25 year guarantee.
•

Available as square, rectangle, quadrant and offset quadrant

•

Twin skinned for additional strength

•

34 size options

•

Installs flat to floor or on legs with a JTMerlin® riser kit.
Available as an optional extra

•

Includes JT40® 90mm waste

•

25-year guarantee

•

Add JTFlexi-fix for the reassurance of a waterproof tiling upstand

ONE TRAY – TWO OPTIONS

Raised installation using
JTMerlin® technology

Flat to floor installation
See page 20 for full specification
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the magic’s underneath

easy plumb, easy access
shower tray
Loved by installers and plumbers, the JTMerlin® is the original easy
plumb, easy access shower tray. Featuring adjustable feet hidden
behind removable panels for easy installation access. Made from
ABS capped acrylic stone resin, the elegant design is at home in
the most stylish bathrooms.
Also available with an integrated 13mm high upstand for easy
installation and enhanced sealing. Simply recessing into the wall
allows tiles to overlap. Ideal for awkward and new installations, as
well as existing shower tray replacements. The tray is supplied with
matching easy-to-fit loose panels, with a unique fastening system.
• Available as square, rectangle, quadrant and offset quadrant
• 39 size options
• Integrated tiling upstand option available
• 50mm waste outlet
See page 21 for full specification

Also available with an integrated 13mm upstand
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Adjustable feet hidden behind removable panels
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the exacting standard

Simple and elegantly
designed ABS capped
acrylic stone resin
tray
A simply elegant design, made to the most exacting standards in ABS
capped acrylic stone resin. The JTULTRACAST® is available in a flat
top or tiling upstand version.
The upstand option has the added benefit of a 13mm high integrated
upstand for ease of installation and enhanced sealing. Simply
recessing into the wall allows tiles to overlap and ensures maximum
water seal. Ideal for awkward and new installations, as well as existing
shower tray replacements.
• Available as square, rectangle, quadrant and offset quadrant
• 39 size options
• Integrated tiling upstand option available
• 50mm waste outlet

See page 22 for full specification

Also available with an integrated 13mm upstand
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JTPowerwaste
A QUIET REVOLUTION IN WATER REMOVAL

CONTROL MODULE / PUMP / COVER
Senses flow rate and adjusts pump accordingly using
‘smart’ technology
A pre-programmed final system purge, leaving the
shower area drained
Built in thermal trip protecting both controller and motor
Simple ‘push fit’ onto wall bracket
Built in non return valves
22mm inlet and outlet connections
White high gloss finish
Easy clean

All JTPOWERWASTE™ products are supplied with a
2 year guarantee.







Tiled Floor Gully

Sheet Vinyl Floor Gully

52mm Shower Tray Gully

90mm Shower Tray Gully

Includes pump and cover
Suitable for use in wet room
Extracts up to 12 ltr/min
116mm width gully
83mm in depth
Stainless steel grate
Fitted with flow sensor and 5 metre cable

Includes pump and cover
Suitable for use with level access flooring
Extracts up to 12 ltr/min
116mm width gully
83mm in depth
Chrome plated grate
Fitted with flow sensor and 5 metre cable

Includes pump and cover
Suitable for traditional step in shower tray
Extracts up to 9 ltr/min
52mm width gully
90mm in depth
Chrome plated grate
Fitted with flow sensor and 5 metre cable

Includes pump and cover
Suitable for use with low level shower trays
Extracts up to 12 ltr/min
90mm width gully
77mm in depth
Chrome plated grate
Fitted with flow sensor and 5 metre cable

Introducing a UK first – the JTPOWERWASTE™ the new
easy to install waste solution with the power to effortlessly
and silently remove waste water, giving you freedom to
locate shower trays or wetrooms anywhere in the home.
Featuring smart pump technology the revolutionary
JTPOWERWASTE™ assesses the flow of water and
automatically adapts for ultra-efficient waste water
removal.

Easy to install waste water solution
Silently removes waste water
Automatically assesses the flow of water
2 Year guarantee
Freedom to locate shower or wetrooms
anywhere in the home

98mm
Removable
grid

86mm
Removable
grid

118mm
Removable grid

148 x 148mm
Square Top

186mm
(Trap body)

110mm Flange
(Waste aperture)

70mm Flange
(Waste aperture)

17mm

Overall height
89mm (excluding
floor thickness)

2.6

46mm Removable
grid

140mm Flange
(Waste aperture)

186mm
(Trap body)

Overall height
79mm
(excluding floor
thickness)

Overall height
76mm
(excluding tray
thickness)

Overall height
78mm
(excluding tray
thickness)

80mm
(Trap body)

70

6

79mm

79mm

22mm Outlet
Pipe

16.5

140

7.3

70mm

22mm Pipe Outlet

80

22mm Outlet Pipe

74mm

186

186

9

74

114mm
(Trap body)

79

70

22mm Outlet Pipe

79

For more information call 0844 257 7253
or visit www.just-trays.co.uk
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JTACCESSORIES
JTACCESSORIES

JTACCESSORIES
JTFLOW™ FLEXI-HOSE

JTFLOW™ waste 50

mm

JTFLEXI-FIX™

The simple, flexible solution to complex plumbing

Flexible, self-adhesive waterproof upstand

The simple, efficient design of the 50mm waste allows
38 litres of water a minute to be carried away. Made from
recycled materials. Conforms to BS EN 274-1:2002 and
features an easily removable dome for cleaning..

When your shower tray is only available in a flat top option,
but you want the added benefits and security of a tiling
upstand, the patented JTFLEXI-FIX™ is the perfect solution.
This flexible, easy application, tiling upstand tape, is selfadhesive, wraps around corners in one-piece and creates a
water-tight seal that accommodates vertical movement of
at least 15mm.

This truly flexible solution is designed to make installation
easier. The Flexi-Hose eliminates the need for complex
plumbing, untidy pipe work and elbow joints. It’s simple,
quick and straightforward.

• Ensures maximum water seal
• Easy application
• Wraps around corners in one piece
• Available in 3.2 metre lengths

81mm Dome
81mm
Dome
Flange Fasten
Flange
Tool
fastener
tool

Overall height 105mm
(excluding tray thickness)

Tile

Wall

Tray

Flange
78mm78mm
Flange
(Waste Apertu
(Waste Aperture)

Attachable
Attachable
Joint
Elbow Joint

84mm

El

JTGRIP™
Maximum length 1m

Occasionally, we all experience that moment in the shower,
or when we get out of the bath, when the soap gets a little
too slippy!
The new JTGrip is a roll of adhesive textured discs, which are
placed on to the base of your shower tray or bath creating
an anti-slip surface.

JT40® waste 90

118mm Dome

mm

A 90mm rapid waste outlet that allows
48 litres of water to be carried away each
minute. Its sleek lines perfectly complement
the JT40®FUSION shower trays. Made
from recycled materials. Conforms to
BS EN 274-1:2002 and features an
easily removable dome for cleaning.

Flange fastener tool
Overall height 110mm
(excluding tray thickness)

We recommend the use of this waste
with the JTNatural™ tray (chrome
dome is not required).

• Anti-slip
• White
• Simple to install
• Durable / Long lasting
• Can be removed without leaving unsightly marks

107mm Flange
(Waste aperture)
Trap body flange
118mm

78mm
78mm

90mm (Trap body)

For more information call 0844 257 7253
or visit www.just-trays.co.uk
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White

Pebble

Lace

Grey

Coal

(Included with all JTNatural™ Linear trays)

For more information call 0844 257 7253
or visit www.just-trays.co.uk
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3
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3
3
3

760 / 800 / 900 / 1000mm

760 / 800 / 900 / 1000mm

900 x 700mm
900 x 760mm
900 x 800mm

700 / 760 / 800 / 900 / 1000mm

1100mm

760mm
800mm
900mm

760mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm

700 x 700mm
760 x 760mm
800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

3
1100 x 760mm
3
1100 x 800mm
3
1100 x 900mm 		

760mm
800mm
900mm
135mm

135mm

1000 x 700mm
1000 x 760mm
1000 x 900mm

900mm

1000mm

700mm
760mm
800mm

700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm

800 x 700mm
1100 x 700mm
1100 x 760mm

700mm
760mm
900mm

700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm

180mm

180mm

135mm

800 / 1100mm

175mm

3

3

180mm

3

180mm

900 x 760mm
900 x 800mm
1000 x 760mm
1000 x 800mm
1000 x 900mm

3

180mm

760 x 760mm
800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

175mm

180mm
135mm

135mm

135mm

1500 x 760mm
1500 x 800mm
1600 x 800mm

3

1400 x 800mm
1400 x 900mm

3
3

4
4
1400mm

1200mm

4

1700 x 700mm
1700 x 760mm
1700 x 800mm

4
4

4
4
4

1200 x 700mm
1200 x 760mm
1200 x 800mm

1000 x 800mm
1100 x 800mm

1500 / 1600 / 1700mm

1000 / 1100mm

135mm

135mm

135mm

135mm

800mm

135mm

700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm

180mm

QUADRANT

180mm

180mm

OFF SET QUADRANT
1

900 x 760mm
1000 x 800mm

1
1

135mm

1200 x 800mm
1200 x 900mm

2
2
135mm

2
2

Quadrant

135mm

52mm

40mm
55R

135mm

95mm

LH

195mm

RH

800mm
900mm
1000mm

55R

195mm

55R

900mm
1000mm
1200mm

195mm

180mm

55R
55R
55R

1000 x 800mm
1200 x 800mm
1200 x 900mm

55R
55R

900 x 760mm
900 x 800mm

180mm

55R

offset Quadrant

55R
55R
55R

800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

135mm

135mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm

700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm

135mm

195mm

800mm
900mm
1000mm

1600 x 800mm
1700 x 700mm

1400 / 1500 / 1600 / 1700mm

180mm

700mm
760mm
800mm

800mm
900mm

1200mm

180mm

760mm
800mm
900mm

1400 x 800mm
1400 x 900mm
1500 x 760mm

1200 x 900mm
1200 x 1000mm

180mm

1200 x 760mm
1200 x 800mm
1200 x 900mm

900mm
1000mm
1200mm

55R

55R

LH

RH

760 / 800 / 900mm

760 / 800 / 900mm

800 / 900 / 1000mm
760 / 800 / 900mm

760 / 800 / 900mm
800 / 900 / 1000mm

JT40 Fusion Trays are supplied with a JT40® 90mm waste
Shoulder width on all trays is 52mm
Internal depth is 10/25mm
®

JTmerlin® riser kits are available for all trays

JT40® WASTE 90mm

Tray cross section
54mm

1000mm QUAD

1200mm OFFSET QUAD

2

1
1200 x 900mm

3

13mm

Only available in flat top

55 / 65mm

80mm

Only available in upstand

1700 x 1000mm

4

includes all legs and fixings

See page 16 for full specification

100mm
95mm
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We recommend these
trays are installed with a
JTflow™ 50mm waste.

6mm

95mm
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900 x 700mm
900 x 760mm
900 x 800mm

700 / 760 / 800 / 900 / 1000mm

1000 x 700mm
1000 x 760mm
1000 x 900mm

900mm

1000mm

700mm
760mm

180mm

180mm

800 / 1100mm

700mm
760mm
900mm

180mm

700mm
760mm
800mm

700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm

800 x 700mm
1100 x 700mm
1100 x 760mm

175mm

700 x 700mm
760 x 760mm
800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

180mm

180mm

175mm

180mm

1000 / 1100mm

1400 x 800mm
1400 x 900mm
1500 x 760mm

1200 x 900mm
1200 x 1000mm
1200mm

1400 / 1500 / 1600 / 1700mm

700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm
1000mm

180mm

180mm

800mm

1600 x 800mm
1700 x 700mm

180mm

700mm
760mm
800mm
900mm

180mm

1200 x 700mm
1200 x 760mm
1200 x 800mm

1000 x 800mm
1100 x 800mm

180mm

180mm

offset Quadrant

Quadrant
55R
55R
55R

800 x 800mm
900 x 900mm
1000 x 1000mm

195mm

180mm

55R
55R
55R

1000 x 800mm
1200 x 800mm
1200 x 900mm

55R
55R

900 x 760mm
900 x 800mm

195mm

800mm
900mm
1000mm

55R

800 / 900 / 1000mm

We recommend these trays
are installed with a JTflow™
50mm waste.
Only available in flat top
Only available in upstand

195mm

180mm

195mm

Tray cross section
54mm

13mm

900mm
1000mm
1200mm

55R

55R

LH

RH

760 / 800 / 900mm

760 / 800 / 900mm

55 / 65mm

E&OE

80mm

WITH THANKS
Nicholls & Clarke
Tel: 020 8586 4600
www.ncdirect.co.uk

Roca
Tel: 01530 830080
www.roca.com

The specifications contained within this brochure are for information
purposes only and as our products are continually updated are subject to
change without prior notice. The photographs included are for general
guidance only and colours are limited to the restraints of the printing process.
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6mm
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Roman Limited
Tel: 01325 311318
www.roman-showers.com

